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Ensemble-based Human Communication Recognition
P. Barthelmess
Department of Computer Science
University of Colorado at Boulder
Abstract. We propose a novel architecture for systems that target the recognition of hu-
man communication - Distributed Ensembles. Distributed Ensembles results from the
observation that in many different fields hard problems are handled by employing multi-
ple computational entities that cooperate to solve a problem. Even though these solutions
share this common trait, the goals in each field for employing multiple computational en-
tities can be very different from each other, and can be as distinct as reducing error-rates
in Automatic Speech Recognition, obtaining faster convergence in optimization prob-
lems, and achieving high performance within multimodal recognition systems through
parallel algorithms. As a consequence of the variety of goals, the structure of the enti-
ties and the nature of cooperation are also varied and it is usually the case that solutions
do not reap the full benefits that we see could potentially be obtained. While existing
solutions emphasize different aspects, our observation is that these aspects are not mutu-
ally exclusive, but complementary. Three of these aspects seem particularly useful in a
general sense: performance and scalability through multiprocessing; faster convergence
by sharing partial results; error reduction by combination of hypotheses. We therefore
propose a style that has potential for combining these three aspects, based on ensembles
of distributed computational entities. To enable the use of the envisioned approach, we
propose to develop an architectural infrastructure to offer efficient coordination services
that are exposed as an API to facilitate use from a developer’s perspective. We explore
issues surrounding Distributed Ensembles in the context of automatic recognition of hu-
man communication, that we show offer a particularly promising field of application.
More specifically, we focus on American Sign Language (ASL) Recognition, a problem
amenable to well researched natural language processing approaches.
1 Introduction
1.1 Cross-cutting ensemble-based solutions
A class of solutions that employ multiple Computational Entities (CE) that work at the same
time on the same problem can be identified across a few different research areas, ranging from
parallel algorithms to Pattern Matching and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR).
Whenever problems can be decomposed in such a way that multiple CE can operate on
a problem without having to communicate intensively with each other, such solutions can
and have been explored. Just to mention a few areas, Parallel algorithms spread computations
across multiple processors; In biologically motivated agent-based approaches, ’colonies’ of
agents have been used to obtain better and faster solutions in optimization problems [Sachdev,
1998; Talukdar et al., 1997; Maniezzo and Colorni, 1999]; In Pattern Matching, ensembles of
classifiers have been used to obtain classifications that are more robust than the most robust in-
dividual classifier [Kittler et al., 1998]; in Sensor Data Fusion, the combination of information
originated at different sensors results in better recognition than that provided by the best sensor
[Rao, 2001]; In Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), the combination of results of multiple
recognizers has been shown to be better than that of the best recognizer [Fiscus, 1997].
Even though work in these fields address the issue of using multiple CE, their focus is
localized and techniques are understood either as being tied to a style of programming (parallel
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computation), or to algorithmic design (biological agents) or to classification problems (pattern
matching, ASR), or targeting specific problems (sensor fusion). In particular, approaches that
deal with error reduction are usually not concerned with efficiency and vice-versa.
Different goals result in different CE structures, and in different patterns of cooperation,
that preclude their use as-is to tackle both objectives at the same time.
We are therefore interested in defining an architectural style, that we call Distributed En-
sembles, that is based on a unified understanding of the possible uses of multiple CE, and the
combination of their partial results. We are particularly interested in exploring 1) performance
and scalability through multiprocessing of CE; 2) faster convergence by sharing partial results
among CE; 3) error reduction by combination of hypotheses generated by multiple CE.
1.2 Recognition of Human Communication
Human communication is characterized by a wide range of modalities that convey redundant
and complementary information. In spoken languages, speech and lip shapes provide informa-
tion that is redundant, while facial expressions, gestures and body motions complement the
main (spoken) modality.
From the point of view of applicability, the technique we want to explore - Distributed
Ensembles - multimodal recognition of human communication offers an ideal opportunity.
The problem formulation calls for the use of multiple recognizers, that handle input related to
different modalities. As we will see, within each recognizer, opportunities abound to apply the
proposed approach, particularly, but not restricted to, motion-based modalities that are handled
through machine vision techniques.
1.3 American Sign Language
Not much is understood at this point about the semantic of modes other than speech (and
closely related ones, such as lip movements). This poses a barrier to the development of full-
fledged systems able to tap into the wide range of information that is conveyed by uncon-
strained gestures and body related expressions in general.
Sign Languages, such as American Sign Language (ASL) also rely on multiple modalities,
albeit different from spoken language ones. Sign Languages are mainly motion-based, being
exercised through gestures, facial and body expressions. Unlike spoken languages, though,
the semantic associated with these modes is precisely specified and linked to standard surface
forms (both for gestures and expressions), constrained by lexical and grammatical rules. Sign
Languages are not just a code, but living languages that have a community of users for whom
they are the primary, native languages. As such, these languages offer an ideal test bed for
the development of multimodal techniques that explore motion-based human communicative
behavior that incorporates gestures, facial, and body expressions [Vogler and Metaxas, 2001;
Bauer, 2001], being amenable to well researched natural language processing techniques.
1.4 Organization of this paper
In the rest of this paper we present background information related to the recognition of human
communication, and describe the basic structure of recognizers, issues in multimodal systems
and some aspects of the target language, ASL (Section 2). Section 3 discusses approaches that
employ multiple CE, their similarities and differences, which serve as inspiration for our work.
The proposed style - Distributed Ensembles - is described in Section 4, where we lay out the
proposed work.
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2 Background on Human Communication Recognition
Human communication is characterized by a wide range of modalities that convey redundant
and complementary information. In spoken languages, speech and lip shapes provide informa-
tion that is redundant, while facial expressions, gestures and body motions complement the
main (spoken) modality.
This problem is directly related to natural language processing. Techniques developed for
automatic speech recognition are thus directly applicable. Particularly adequate are approaches
that employ combinations of multiple hypotheses, that so far have not been explored in this
context.
Recognition phases, even for individual recognizers, offer plenty of opportunity for uti-
lizing the architectural style we want to explore, particularly if vision-based methods are em-
ployed.
2.1 The motion recognition process
Figure 1 presents a breakout of the phases usually found in systems that do automatic recogni-
tion of motion-based (as opposed to spoken) human communicative expression. In these sys-
tems, phases may be combined differently, but the functionality offered typically falls within
the following blocks:
Motion capture
Sensing
Feature
Extrac
tion
Classifi
cation
Tracking
Repre
sen
tation
Segmen
tation
Initializa
tion
Fig. 1. Generic functional blocks in motion recognition systems. Some systems implement a few of the
blocks trivially, or group functionality into different architectural blocks.
– Initialization groups activities that need to be performed one time in preparation for the
recognition. These activities might include device calibration, or manual initialization of
vision-based trackers, and so on.
– Motion capture abstracts from a sensed scene only those aspects that are known to carry
the bulk of the communicative information, intuitively, those related to the motions of
the arms, hands, face and body. Most systems concentrate on a subset of motions, more
commonly of the hands, and sometimes fingers, ignoring other important aspects for the
sake of simplicity.
Scenes are sensed at regular intervals dictated by a sampling rate and these instantaneous
snapshots are then processed to extract information of interest.
In vision-based systems, snapshots usually correspond to frames grabbed from one or
more cameras. Regions of interest are located on these frames and segmented. These re-
gions usually correspond to one or two hands and sometimes face. These regions may
suffer processing (e.g. dilation, erosion) and are then represented in a more compact way,
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e.g., as points, edges, splines, contours, blobs or sometimes as kinematics-based models
of the body parts (usually hands). Sometimes the representation is based directly on image
regions. In this case, representations are built through some dimensionality reduction tech-
nique such as e.g. Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Representations might then be
fed to a tracker, that employs e.g. a Kalman filter, or a condensation filter, for instance, to
predict where images of interest might be in subsequence frames, to make the next round
of extractions more efficient and robust. Sometimes the tracker applies a much simpler
strategy, such as detecting motion by comparing information across frame pairs.
– Feature extraction operates (sometimes trivial) transformations on the representations pro-
duced by a previous motion capture phase, to further eliminate sources of irrelevant varia-
tion.
Commonly, raw coordinates are adjusted to compensate variations in a person’s displace-
ment with respect to the sensing devices, both with respect to distance and displacements
in the plane perpendicular to the sensing devices. These adjustments compensate possi-
ble variations in persons positions such as their distance to the sensing device, or lateral
displacements.
More sophisticated transformations may be applied, mapping raw data into quantized in-
formation, e.g., phoneme-like symbols.
– Classification is ultimately responsible for mapping streams of features into streams of
decoded symbols, represented according to some lexicon.
Classifiers need to account for intrinsic variations in the way movements are performed,
both in space and in time. Even for a single person, similar common motions are performed
with slight variations with respect to trajectory and timing of the movements.
A few different techniques have been successfully employed in this task, most notably
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), and also Neural Networks (NN) adapted to handle time
signals. Other techniques include e.g. instance based learning and clustering techniques.
We next introduce some of the concepts related to Sign Languages in general and their
automatic processing in particular.
2.2 Automatic Sign Language recognition
Contrary to a common belief, many different Sign Languages exist, as many in fact as different
national languages. In the United States, this language is called American Sign Language, or
ASL.
Sign Languages are based on modulations of light, instead of audio signals used in their
spoken counterparts. These languages have their own grammar, that match the three-dimensio-
nal nature of the gestures that carry the bulk of the linguistic information, and make extensive
use of space, for instance to represent pronouns. Grammar and vocabulary, even though influ-
enced by surrounding ’mainstream’ spoken languages, are different from these languages and
follow their own evolutive path.
Gestures can be highly inflected to represent differences in verbs and to attach adjective-
like qualities. Gestures using one (dominant) hand carry the bulk of the information through
movements in space and flexion of fingers, that assume positions that correspond to standard-
ized hand shapes and orientations. The other hand plays a secondary but important role, being
used in many two-hand signs. Facial expressions and body movements carry far more seman-
tic information than in spoken languages. Certain conventional expressions complement the
meaning of hand gestures, and it is in general not possible to determine the meaning of a
signed utterance without considering facial expression and sometimes body posture and eye
gaze, which convey important aspects of a signed discourse and are not simply coadjuvants
that can be ignored.
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Automatic recognition systems have been the subject of research in many different parts of
the world. Given the challenges that are imposed by the media itself, which has a much larger
bandwidth than audio, and the necessary multimodality, existing systems are usually restricted
to hand gesture recognition. Even then systems are usually scaled down typically recognizing
very small vocabularies that seem to be chosen to fit the limitations of the technology.
Many different approaches are employed to capture and represent information, and to clas-
sify it. Systems can be broadly classified into 1) vision-based and 2) instrumentation based.
While the former employs cameras to sense the motion, the latter is based on capturing in-
formation generated by sensors placed on the body of the signers, usually one or more three-
dimensional trackers and many times instrumented gloves that monitor the flexion of fingers.
A good number of systems borrows techniques used in spoken language recognition and
employ Hidden Markov Models as the classification mechanism, e.g. [Vogler and Metaxas,
2001; Ma et al., 2000b; Fang et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2001; Bauer et al., 2000; Liang and
Ouhyoung, 1998; Starner and Pentland, 1995]. Many other types of classifiers are employed,
for instance based on variations of neural networks, (e.g. [Sujan and Meggiolaro, 2000; Yang
and Ahuja, 1999; Shin et al., 1999; Abdallah, 1998; Huang and Huang, 1998; Vamplew,
1996; Erenshteyn et al., 1996]); instance based learning [Kadous, 2002; Cui and Weng, 2000],
and other techniques, e.g. adaptive fuzzy expert system [Holden and Owens, 2001], template
matching [Sutherland, 1996].
Very few systems explore the multimodal nature of the language, exceptions being e.g.
[Ma et al., 2000a; Xu et al., 2000; Lu et al., 1997]. The idea of using multiple hypotheses has
not been explored in this field, neither has the idea of building systems on top of a distributed
infrastructure.
The result of our extensive bibliographic survey of this area can be found at [http://
www.barthelmess.net/Survey_Pages/Sign/Sign_language.html].
2.3 Multimodal Systems
Communicative modalities can be basically classified into 1) coupled and 2) complemen-
tary. Coupled modes convey roughly the same information simultaneously, e.g. speech and
lip movements in spoken languages. Complementary modes operate on related but distinct
information. One example in spoken languages would be speech and gestures.
Most commonly, multimodal systems combine speech recognition and lipreading (e.g. in
Petajan [1984]; Bregler et al. [1993]), or speech and pen (e.g. Oviatt and Cohen [2000]), but
other combinations are also explored for instance: the integration of speech and gestures (e.g.
Sowa et al. [1999]); of speech, eye-gaze and hand-gestures (e.g. Koons et al. [1993]); face and
gesture (e.g. Clergue et al. [1995]). The context of these solutions is almost invariably that of
user interface augmentation by providing additional (multimodal) human-computer channels.
Two main architectural styles are employed in multimodal systems (we draw our descrip-
tion from Oviatt and Cohen [2000]): early fusion systems, that integrate signals at the feature
level, and late fusion systems, that integrate information at a semantic level. Representative
of the early fusion approach are the systems that employ Hidden Markov Models, in which
the model is trained on the two modalities (e.g. lipreading and speech) simultaneously. The
recognition process in one mode therefore influences the course of recognition in the other.
This kind of design is restricted to coupled mode processing. Late fusion architectures, on the
other hand, employ individual recognizer for each modality, whose output is then combined
based on time and semantic constraints, thus being adequate for complementary modes. Late
fusion also allows in principle the integration of additional modalities to a system in an easier
way than is generally possible when early fusion is used.
Some generic modality integration frameworks are proposed, for instance, by Nigay and
Coutaz [1993] and Johnston et al. [1997]. This work focus on the integration of individual
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modalities, and does not contemplate the use of multiple recognizers for similar modalities
and the combination of their hypotheses. Also not considered is the potential for performance
enhancements through finer grained distribution.
2.4 Multi-hypotheses natural language processing
Multiple hypotheses in the context of Automatic Speech Recognition come in two flavors. The
first type of combination is applied to the best hypotheses of multiple independent classifiers,
in a post-processing phase that aligns the output using a dynamic programming technique. This
technique was first proposed by Fiscus [1997], that gave it the name ROVER, which stands for
Recognizer Output Voting Error Reduction. Fiscus showed that a significant error reduction
can be obtained when the results of multiple classifiers are combined. Improvements of this
technique were proposed e.g. by [Schwenk and Gauvain, 2000b,a].
Another line of research explores hypotheses spaces generated within a single classifier.
Conventionally, classifiers based on the dominant HMM technique choose results based on the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability of an utterance. MAP reflects the maximization of
a sentence level probability given acoustic and language models. Some researchers observed
that the standard benchmark for language recognition tasks, based on word error rate (WER)
is not always minimized by the MAP criterium.
A first attempt to use WER directly as the guiding metric was made in the context of N-
best lists [Stolcke et al., 1997]. N-best list approaches explore a larger hypotheses space that is
represented by the first few hundreds or thousands of utterance hypotheses, ranked according
to MAP. The technique consists of selecting words according to their posterior probabilities in
this larger space, so as to minimize the WER.
Extensions of this technique were then developed, that take into account even larger spaces,
that correspond to lattices of hypotheses that can be generated by HMM classifiers. The larger
hypotheses space results in better solutions, that further minimize the WER with respect for
instance to a N-best list approach. Hypotheses lattices are usually very large, and their direct
use is therefore usually unmanageable. Techniques proposed by e.g. by Mangu et al. [2000];
Evermann and Woodland [2000]; Wessel et al. [2001]; Goel and Byrne [2000], address this
problem by proposing heuristics that approximate the solution, at a lower computational cost.
Other multiple hypotheses approaches to natural language processing have been explored
e.g. in the context of parsing [Henderson and Brill, 2000, 1999], that use bagging to enhance
results.
3 Ensemble-based solutions
Whenever problems can be decomposed in such a way that multiple CE can operate on the
same problem without having to communicate intensively, ensemble-based solutions can be
made to work.
Even though solutions share the basic characteristic of employing multiple CE (and the
hard nature of the problems that are tackled), the specific nature of the entities, of the com-
munication that is expected or allowed to occur and even the overall goals for using such
approaches vary from field to field.
We are interested in combining some of these views, particularly the ones related to error
reduction and related to efficient and scalable computation, as well as the role that sharing
partial solutions can have on solution convergence.
In this section we aim at presenting these different perspectives and eventually wish to
arrive at a unified view that can lead to a useful architectural style that we then explore in
further sections of this paper.
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Three facets of use of multiple computational elements seem particularly appropriate for
our purposes:
1. Performance and scalability can be obtained through distributing computation across mul-
tiple processors;
2. Convergence of solutions can be obtained through sharing of partial solutions, so that in-
dividual computations can be redirected into more fruitful directions;
3. Error reduction can be obtained by combining different hypotheses produced by multiple
computational entities.
We next discuss each of these facets in further detail along with the fields from which they
emerge.
3.1 Performance and scalability
Performance and scalability are aspects targeted by parallel high performance computing. The
objective is to achieve speedup through simultaneous execution across multiple processors
employing special purpose massively parallel machines, multiprocessor machines, clusters of
workstations and even wide-area solutions forming computational grids.
Many times, entities that are executed in parallel are symmetric, i.e., except perhaps for
instances that have coordination duties, the code that is executed in parallel is identical. This
is a requirement in SIMD (Single Instruction Multiple Data) approaches, but is also common
in MIMD (Multiple Instructions Multiple Data) capable systems as well, that many times em-
ploy computational entities that result from parallelization of a single source code through
automatic compiler parallelization (e.g. HPF [http://www.crpc.rice.edu/HPFF/]),
program annotations (e.g. in OpenMP [http://www.openmp.org/]) or calls to a com-
munication API (e.g. MPI [http://www.mpi-forum.org/]). Many of these solutions
are linked to developments in programming languages, thus operating at a (sub-architectural)
level that is close to the machines, and exploit detailed domain specific opportunities for par-
allelization.
Important aspects highlighted by solutions in this field are the importance of finer grained
parallelism and efficient communication infrastructure.
3.2 Collaborating multi-algorithms
Exchanging partial solutions can be a powerful tool to achieve faster convergence, by reorient-
ing individual ongoing computations according to more promising results produced by other
entities.
Collaborations of this kind are employed for instance by some biologically motivated so-
lutions, e.g.[Talukdar et al., 1997; Sachdev, 1998; Maniezzo and Colorni, 1999], that usu-
ally address hard optimization problems, such as Traveling Sales Person (TSP) or Job Shop
Scheduling, for example.
Even though the emphasis is on a relative independence of individual entities, and the
simplicity of the cooperation ’behaviors’ they embed, entities benefit from exchanges of partial
solutions that are exposed in mid-run, rather than at the end of computation.
Overall cooperation is expected to emerge from simple local rules that regulate inter-
changes between entities; these interchanges are many times data-centric, in the sense that
entities are most of the time unaware of each other except for ’traces’ that are left by other
entities as they go about doing their jobs. These ’traces’ correspond to partial results that are
exposed and can serve the purpose of reorienting individual actions into more fruitful direc-
tions.
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Entities might be symmetric, i.e., they might have the same structure, and explore different
regions of a data space, or they might be asymmetric, in which case each one might implement
a different algorithm for the same problem, or might employ different parameters of the model
that drives the algorithm (e.g. different seeds in a Simulated Annealing algorithm [Chen and
Taylor, 2002]).
Results show that faster convergence and better results can be obtained by combining mul-
tiple entities than it would be possible to obtain from any of the individual entities that are
part of the ensemble. It is interesting to observe that even slow and imperfect algorithms can
contribute to an overall solution, that can be made faster and/or more precise by their inclusion
in an ensemble.
Techniques are closely tied to optimization problems. Exchange of solutions is in many
cases facilitated by the existence of objective measurements of goodness, that make it possible
to quickly and inexpensively identify which solutions are the most promising at any moment.
The use of multiple processors, even if perhaps natural, is not emphasized, due perhaps to
the added coordination complexity that would be required, which might clash with the desire
to concentrate on algorithmic solutions, rather than on solutions where coordination aspects
play a stronger role.
3.3 Multi-hypotheses approaches
Multi-hypotheses approaches are used in a few areas, such as Pattern Matching (using en-
sembles of classifiers [Kittler et al., 1998; Kuncheva, 2002], Sensor Data Fusion [Rao, 2001;
Crowley and Berard, 1997; Azoz et al., 1998] and in Automatic Speech Recognition (in com-
binations of recognizers output [Fiscus, 1997] or in the context of n-best lists [Stolcke et al.,
1997] or hypotheses lattice processing [Mangu et al., 2000].
Use here is connected to classification tasks, and the hypotheses result from the use of
multiple classifiers, or from multiple hypotheses originated by a single classifier (e.g. a Hidden
Markov Model - HMM), as these classifiers explores multiple alternative interpretations of
evidence.
Two categories of CE (classifiers in this case) can be identified: 1) CE that accept the
same representations/features as input, and differ in the parameters of the models that guide
classification, e.g. if bagging is used [Bauer and Kohavi, 1999], and 2) CE that use different
input representations as features (and therefore other models as well). One example is the
use of data generated by multiple sensors that target a common scene, but employ different
technology (e.g. infrared, radar, cameras).
The distinguishing trait here is that the same underlying phenomenon that one wants to
classify (recognize) elicits multiple possible interpretations. These different hypotheses are
combined, usually resulting in solutions that are better than that of the best individual classi-
fier/sensor.
A good amount of work of the Pattern Recognition community has been applied to com-
bining classifiers to achieve better recognition. The maturity of this sub-area is reflected in
work that explores the reasons why certain combinations of classifiers are more successful
than others, e.g. Kittler et al. [1998]; Kuncheva [2002]; Bauer and Kohavi [1999].
A requirement for successful combination is that errors of constituent CE are minimally
overlapping. In other words, the distribution of errors must be such that a significant number
of constituent CE agree on the correct solution most of the time with high probability, and
conversely, disagrees on wrong solutions with high probability as well.
Many different types of combination strategies are possible, ranging from majority voting,
weighted voting, to complex combinations in which classifiers are organized in multiple stages,
either sequentially, or pipelined or hierarchically. The first stages can for example use small sets
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of cheap features, and latter stages employing more complex algorithms and features [Kittler
et al., 1998].
Combination of hypotheses usually takes place in a subsequent, post-processing step that
organizes alternatives and reaches final decisions after all entities have finished producing the
hypotheses by working in isolation.
Distribution, whenever considered, happens at a coarse granularity, at the level of whole
recognizers in speech recognition systems, for example.
3.4 Discussion
Despite the common trait of using multiple CE, that we identify as being the hallmark of what
we claim is a family of related approaches, individual fields have developed solutions that
target different goals. Objectives are high performance through parallelism, faster convergence
of solutions through different algorithms and more reliable solutions through the combination
of hypotheses.
These different objectives reflect in different CE design choices, some of which we high-
light next and summarize in Table 1:
– Granularity of distribution : depending on the objective, sections of code that correspond
to multiple instances can be finer or coarser. In particular, finer grained solutions are
employed to obtain high performance; the granularity increases as we move away from
this objective into multi-algorithms and multi-hypotheses. Particularly the latter approach
tends to use coarse grained CE.
– Breakdown of a problem : sometimes multiple CE operate on distinct regions of a data
space, e.g. different parts of a matrix that is being subjected to some transformation. In
other occasions, there is no clearcut separation into regions: in optimization problems, for
instance, different algorithms may explore regions of a search space by using different
methods, and these searches might sometimes overlap at least partially. Multi-hypotheses
approaches employ a perhaps even tighter overlap of regions that are explored by each CE.
– Cooperation among CE : faster convergence through the use of ensembles of algorithms
is based on the effects of cooperation. Multiple CE reorient their computations according
to partial results produced by other CE, thus speeding up their own computations. High
performance approaches sometimes cooperate indirectly through sharing of data struc-
tures, e.g., matrix operations performed by a CE might involve the use of neighboring
data values produced by other CE. Multi-hypotheses approaches tend not to employ direct
cooperation among CE, but rather to combine results in a post-processing phase.
– Synchronism: parallel computations are usually associated with tight synchronism among
CE, aiming at lock-step execution whenever possible. Multi-algorithms are characterized
by an intentional low level of synchronism among CE. Ideally, execution is asynchronous
except for potential side-effects of sharing of partial results. Multi-hypotheses approaches
assume asynchronous execution of CE, that are for all purposes unaware of the existence
of other CE.
– Coordination: parallel computations are coordinated most of the time from within code
that embeds both parallel and serial code. Multi-algorithmic solutions usually require some
external coordination mechanism that handles the distribution of partial solutions, for in-
stance employing a blackboard model. Multi-hypotheses also require coordination support
that collects individual results and presents them to a subsequent phase for combination.
Despite the differences, there is no intrinsic reason why these different aspects cannot be
combined in a unified solution. In the next section we explore some of the implications of these
combinations in the context of the work we propose.
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High performance Multi-algorithmic Multi-hypotheses
Granularity Fine Medium Coarse
Breakdown Distinct regions Overlap Overlap
Cooperation Shared data Explicit Post-processing
Synchronism Lock-step Indirect Asynchronous
Coordination Embedded Mixed External
Table 1. Differences between ensemble-based approaches along a few dimensions.
4 Proposed work: Distributed Ensembles
Once the commonalities of the approaches we just described are identified and one understands
them as facets of a unified technique, it is possible to rethink implicit assumptions and come up
with a technique that combines the strengths of these different facets. Distributed Ensembles
is the name we give the style that is based on this combination.
The key observation for our purpose is that the goals of error reduction and higher perfor-
mance are usually not associated, representing goals of techniques at the extremes of the spec-
trum (multi-hypotheses classification and parallel computation). The common traits shared by
all the techniques in different fields is that multiple computational elements are employed to
solve the same problems. On the one hand, the fact that it is possible to identify these multiple
elements is conducive to their distribution for enhanced performance; furthermore, one can
take advantage of the different combination strategies that result in higher quality solutions.
Our goal is therefore to explore these ideas as a uniform architectural style that is charac-
terized by:
– Enhanced performance through fine granularity of distribution of multiple computational
elements. Finer granularity promotes distribution among a larger number of processors,
thus resulting in potential performance enhancement.
– Cooperative behavior by sharing of partial results among CE, to promote informed prun-
ing.
– Higher quality of results through the combination of partial or alternative results produced
by individual computational elements.
The class of problems that is bound to benefit from such an architectural style is relatively
broad, and consists of those problems where the gains in performance and quality of results
are high enough to compensate for communication overhead among CE.
We want to explore these issues in the context of an area that seems particularly promising
in terms of application of this new architectural style - the recognition of human communica-
tion.
4.1 Distributed ensembles for motion-based human communication recognition
Some of the opportunities for applying a Distributed Ensembles approach to motion-based
human communication recognition are:
– Processing of multiple stereo images - stero images are built from multiple frames, cap-
tured by two or more cameras. The processing required for building the stereoscopic view
can be assigned to multiple CE, distributed across processors for speedu˜p.
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– Tracking of regions of interest - tracking can be made more robust if multiple cues are
combined (e.g. face tracking using blink detection, normalized color histogram matching,
and cross correlation (SSD and NCC) [Crowley and Berard, 1997]). These cues can be
profitably handled by multiple CE that can be distributed for enhanced performance.
– Segmentation of regions of interest - segmenting regions that correspond to hands, face
can be cast as a classification problem, where pixels are classified either as belonging to
one of the regions of interest or to a background. Classification problems are particularly
prone to benefit from multi-hypotheses approaches and therefore are good candidates for
our technique as well.
– Feature extraction - features are sometimes clustered or quantized, in a process that again
corresponds to classification, from raw features into phoneme-like ones, for example.
– Lexical classification - classification of features into lexical items is the foremost example
of a phase where multiple-hypotheses approaches can be (and have been) used.
Distributed Ensembles have thus a potential for being used to reduce error and enhance per-
formance in all these phases and in others where similarly work can be executed by ensembles
of CE.
4.2 Distributed word hypotheses processing
Given the wide scope of the overall recognition process, we cannot hope to be able to apply
the architectural style to all phases of a recognition system at this time, even though this is our
longer term goal. We therefore choose to concentrate on exploring Distributed Ensembles in a
specific phase - the combination of multiple hypotheses generated by classifiers (Figure 2).
Classification
Clustering
Choice of
symbol
Evidence
Hypothesis
Equivalence
Classes
Output
Symbols
Fig. 2. Multi-hypotheses classification. Boxes are computational entities and ovals are communication
media, that can be thought for the sake of discussion as blackboards.
Combination of hypotheses can be potentially employed in multiple phases of the overall
process, for instance in tracking, segmentation, feature extraction and lexical classification.
Here we consider it in the context of lexical classification. This is a well-researched sub-
problem that has attracted considerable recent attention in the context of ASR (e.g. Mangu
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et al. [2000]; Evermann and Woodland [2000]; Stolcke et al. [1997]; Wessel et al. [2001]; Goel
and Byrne [2000]).
Consider the non-parallel processing of word lattices as proposed by Mangu et al. [2000].
Suppose a classifier has produced a lattice containing alternative hypotheses generated during
recognition of an utterance (Figure 3).
Sil
Sil
I
I
I
HAVE
HAVE
HAVE
HAVE
MOVE
MOVE
VERY
VERY
VERY
VERY
VERY
VERY
IT
IT
FINE
FINE
OFTEN
OFTEN
FAST
Sil
Sil
Sil
Sil
Fig. 3. Recognizer’s word hypotheses graph. Each path defines a potential interpretation of the evidence.
(from Mangu et al. [2000]).
Selecting symbols directly from the lattice is usually unmanageable, due to the large size
of the hypotheses spaces. One approach consists of applying heuristics to convert a lattice into
a more compact representation, a confusion network [Mangu et al., 2000]. Figure 4 presents a
confusion network for the lattice presented in Figure 3.
Fig. 4. Confusion networks are compact representations of hypotheses lattices (from Mangu et al. [2000]).
Confusion networks represent alignments that consist of equivalence relations over a lattice
word hypotheses. The total ordering of the equivalence classes that characterize a confusion
network is consistent with that of the original lattice. Each equivalence class contains alterna-
tive words and the final recognition result can be obtained by choosing one word from each
such class, in the order they appear in the confusion network.
Given multiple classifiers, different classifiers potentially generate different hypotheses
from each other. Depending on the error distribution of these classifiers, the combination of
these multiple alternative hypotheses has a potential for reduction of error by reinforcing cor-
rect hypotheses and disqualifying incorrect ones (that would then be pruned out).
The heuristic for determining membership in equivalence classes is based on: 1) the origi-
nal lattice’s partial order, 2) word similarity, 3) time overlap, weighted by the words posterior
probabilities.
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We want to explore a parallel, fine-grained implementation of this approach, by having the
classifiers output hypotheses as soon as they are produced rather than at the end of utterances.
We want to explore the effects of cooperation by providing each classifier with access to
partial solutions produced by others to prune their own search. The objective is to produce a
unified compact representation of hypotheses that is built on-line, as the multiple classifiers
sweep a common input in a time-synchronous fashion.
There is indication that an early combination has a potential for both reduction of the effort
employed, by discarding hypotheses that are known to have low probability and enhance the
precision of the solution, by avoiding pruning of hypotheses on which classifiers agree (see for
instance initial work reported by Zheng and Yan [2002]).
4.3 Enabling the style through an infrastructure
Architectural design takes into consideration the overall structure of a system, determining
how basic entities cooperate and coordinate. By abstracting the coordination aspect of a design,
systems’ components can be made simpler. Each of the basic entities of a system can be defined
purely in terms of the computations that are required, without concerns for how coordination
is achieved.
The coordination aspect needs of course to be provided by other parts of a system, once
it is factored out of basic entities. Not uncommonly, given the generic nature of coordination,
this aspect is provided by an architectural infrastructure.
Architectural infrastructures provide the functionality that allows other parts of a system to
work together. These infrastructures usually take the form of a software layer that implements
the required functionality. The services provided by this layer are usually exposed through
Application Program Interfaces (API), that expose an abstracted view that is used by system
entities to access these services.
Architectural infrastructures are enablers of specific architectural styles. Without this in-
frastructure, the cost of embedding coordination aspects into each element of a system can
become prohibitive.
A very large number of architectural infrastructures exist. We focus here on a few that
specifically target the processing of human communication.
Existing infrastructures, such as the DARPA Communicator, based on MIT’s Galaxy Ar-
chitecture [Mitre Corporation, 2002], for instance, enable a style where coarse granularity
entities can be distributed. Entities in this case are for example parsers, speech recognizers,
dialog managers and similar ones. In DARPA Communicator, these entities are called servers
and communicate through a centralized hub. The hub receives messages from the servers and
activates services of these servers based on a rule-like script. The hub concentrates all commu-
nication and thus presents a potential bottleneck, particularly if a style requiring more commu-
nication is to be employed. Connections between servers and hub are based on TCP/IP sockets
and might not be adequate if larger data structures need to be shared. Even though servers can
be distributed, no advantage is taken of facilities present in multiprocessor machines, such as
hardware supported shared memory. The style that DARPA Communicator is meant to support
in therefore one in which coarser granularity entities execute mostly in isolation, and messages
are infrequent (compared to the overall processing time) and preferably small.
The Open Agent Architecture [Martin et al., 1999; Cheyer and Martin, 2001] promotes a
similar style to DARPA Communicator’s, that concentrates coordination duties into a single
broker, called the facilitator.
The Distributed Application’s Communication System (DACS) [Fink et al., 1996] is an ar-
chitectural infrastructure that targets multimodal systems that include e.g. speech and vision-
based processing. The infrastructure is based on daemons that reside on each machine and
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handle the communication on behalf of the processes that reside on each machine. A central
naming service allows for dynamic reconfiguration, e.g. the addition of viewers to monitor sys-
tem operations. Heterogenous machines can be used and the infrastructure performs marshal-
ing and un-marshaling of data based on common reified data structure representation (NDR,
or Network Data Representation). This common structure is explored, for instance, by generic
debugging tools that can examine messages as they flow through the daemons.
What these infrastructures have in common is the decoupling of coordination from pro-
cessing, that allows for easy system reconfiguration (either static or dynamic, depending on
the infrastructure).
From our perspective, these infrastructures lack some of the functionality that we envision
is necessary for supporting a Distributed Ensembles style:
– The finer granularity proposed by the style implies that more entities will be distributed
over a potentially larger number of processors, which might add to the complexity of
launching and monitoring.
– A larger number of entities also implies that a possibly larger volume of communication
will take place over shorter periods of time. As a consequence, communication needs to
be optimized or it might become a bottleneck.
– Cooperative behavior might require sharing of potentially large data structures, that might
not fit well into a strictly message-based paradigm.
Given the above mentioned requirements, we want to explore high performance techniques
to enhance communications and cooperation among larger number of finer grained computa-
tional entities, taking advantage of clusters of potentially multiprocessed workstations.
High performance technology takes advantage of hardware and system level strategies that
bypass lengthier network-based communications, resulting in potential efficiency that we ex-
pect will result in adequate support for the style we want to pursue.
4.4 Validation
We plan to validate our claims along two different dimensions:
– Usefulness of the style: we plan to develop an ASL recognition system, and employ the
Distributed Ensembles style in a particular phase, the processing of hypotheses, mainly in
the lexical classification. This processing, when performed, is done as a post-processing
step over lattices produced by independent recognizers. A final post-processing step com-
bines 1-best results of these independent recognizers. As described in Section 4.2, we plan
to explore a finer grained, integrated processing that can take advantage of cross-influence
between recognizers.
– Performance improvements: we plan to compare the performance of recognition using
the proposed approach and infrastructure with a baseline that employs the conventional
post-processing approach.
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